An opportunity to become a Corporate Trainee for the Tanoa Hotel Group
In every industry there is a place for quality management who have the ability to plan, who can set the future direction of
the organization, who can determine guidelines, establish channels of effective communication and who can evaluate
what needs to be done by whom and by when.
The development of these skills requires a combination of knowledge, business acumen and experience. We believe that
they are most effectively developed using a combination of training elements.
The Tanoa Hotel Group invests time and significant resources in the Accelerated Corporate Trainee Program (ACTP) and
sees it as a core strategy in the development of individual’s careers that will ultimately perform senior management roles
within this company.
The nature of the hospitality industry means that Corporate Trainees will be exposed to every department within an Hotel
environment and they may spend valuable time being actively involved in these areas gaining the necessary skills,
experience and an overview of the role the department plays in the overall operation.
As a Corporate Trainee you will have the opportunity to learn and develop skills in operations, customer services,
purchasing, sales and marketing and human resources. Trainees will also attend lectures, listen to guest speakers, compile
projects, give oral presentations, submit reports and complete tests in related subjects.
We seek the best and should you feel that you are an ideal candidate to be part of his dynamic industry, then you need to
seriously consider being part of this Accelerated Corporate Trainee Program.
A proviso of your acceptance in this programme is your ability to work in Suva, Nadi, Lautoka and Rakiraki, and be able to
travel to Samoa and New Zealand. Regrettably, if you are unable to fulfill this criteria, then you need not apply.
The duration of the programme is just under two years and we anticipate that you will reach Departmental Manager level
in a smaller operation within a short time after this.
A schedule of the training Programme is available.
Please click here to view: www.tanoahotels.com/PicsHotel/TanoaCorporate/Brochure/Accelerated Corporate Trainee
Program.pdf
When positions become available these will be advertised with all details on how to apply at this time.

